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This chapter addresses two distinct but related
research questions. First, why did so many
people move to Perry Mesa during the late thir
teenth and early fourteenth centuries? Second,
what factors influenced the formation of settle
ment clusters and unoccupied zones around
Perry Mesa? I approach these questions from a
landscape perspective (see Chapter 1), consider
ing regional-scale climatic, environmental, and
demographic influences on settlement patterns
on and around Perry Mesa .
It is important to investigate these settlement
patterns because they are an integral part of the
Verde Confederacy model, a prominent case
study of endemic warfare and alliance formation
in the late prehistoric Southwest (Wilcox 2005;
Wilcox et al. 2001b). Settlement patterns are the
"clearest and strongest" indirect evidence used
to infer prehistoric warfare in the Southwest (Le
Blanc 1999:43-44). Thus, investigating factors
influencing settlement patterns will advance
our understanding of the settlement of Perry
Mesa as well as the events of this critical period
in prehistory.
The purpose of this research is not to chal
lenge the Verde Confederacy model or to argue
for the absence of warfare and alliances . Evi
dence of climatic, demographic, and environ
mental influences on settlement patterns does

not preclude a coincident rise in
formation of alliances. Multip
working hypotheses of factors
the settlement patterns of Perry
rest of central Arizona are ess
from testing these models and
vance our understanding of the in
fare, demography, climate, and e
human behavior.
To understand why so many
to Perry Mesa, I investigated reg
matic, demographic, and enviro
tions that likely "pushed" and "pu
Perry Mesa. I focus on regional-s
because the pulse of settlement
was coincident with unpreceden
and social changes occurring t
U.S. Southwest. Most important,
creases on Perry Mesa were not
of a massive influx of immigrant
northeastern Arizona toward c
during the late 1200S and early
that dry-period declines in resou
ity contributed to the push out o
Arizona and that the arrival o
grants contributed to the reorga
isting settlement patterns in cen
demonstrate the relative demogr
ronmental attractiveness of Perr
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To understand the formation of settlement
clusters and unoccupied zones coincident with
population increases in central Arizona, I inves
tigate inherent differences in potential resource
productivity on and around Perry Mesa. These
investigations document lower productivity in
the unoccupied zones than in locations where
settlements were clustered. Movement from
areas of lower to higher productivity is one po
tential response to climatic dry periods. Thus,
these inherent environmental differences likely
contributed to the formation of settlement clus
ters and unoccupied zones.
This chapter establishes an interpretation
of settlement patterns on and around Perry Mesa
that does not invoke the influence of increasing
warfare, the formation of political alliances, or
a strategy of defense or offense against hostile
neighbors. The identification of regional-scale
influences also suggests that factors affect
ing Perry Mesa settlement patterns were not
confined to local-scale conditions, including
local feuding or retaliation for endemic raid
ing (cf. Rice 2001; Wilcox et al. 2001a, 2001b;
Wilcox and Holmlund 2007). These findings
demonstrate that the settlement patterns on and
around Perry Mesa that have been used to sup
port models of warfare in the region can also be
explained by population movements in response
to changes in climatic conditions and inherent
differences in resource productivity across the
landscape.
I begin by delineating the spatial boundar
ies of northeastern and central Arizona and its
watersheds, which form the primary analytical
units of this chapter. After explaining the re
search design, data, and methods of this study,
I address the question of why so many people
moved to Perry Mesa. Next I consider factors
that influenced the formation of settlement

late thirteenth and early
Wilcox and Holmlund (
demonstrate "that the re
selected in the middle 120
environmentally driven
agricultural potentials (
would be needed on altern
that the contrast really ex
study area allows these alt
trasts to be identified and
Watersheds are the p
tial unit used in this analy
area of land that drains
dissolved materials to a c
point along a stream cha
pold 1978). Watersheds
drainage basins or catch
occur at multiple scales.
within the Agua Fria wate
posed Verde Confederac
the Agua Fria, Upper Ve
watersheds. The Verde w
area referred to as the "
throughout this book.
This analysis uses th
units ("cataloging units"
tified by the U.S. Geologic
1987). Watersheds are use
tial unit of analysiS beca
mogeneity of climatic an
within each watershed. W
eate a reasonable spatial b
proximate actual resourc

Research Design, Da

This section provides the
a regional-scale approach
mographic, environmen
ditions I consider and th
these conditions.
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FIGURE 2.1. Central and northeastern Arizona study area watersheds. Watershed boun
("cataloging units") adapted from data available from the USGS (Steeves and Nebert

Regional-Scale Approaches

et al. 1995; Wallace and Do
et al. 2001b; Wilcox et al. 20
include a reorganized and red
teraction sphere (Bayman 20
2000; Gumerman 1991), the
religiOUS forms (Crown 199
competition and conflict (Le
and Haas 1994). It is reason
these settlement and social
effect on the settlement patt
and the rest of central Arizon

I use a regional-scale approach to understand
why people moved to Perry Mesa because the
pulse of settlement on the mesa was coincident
with dramatic settlement and social changes
occurring throughout the Southwest (Cordell
1997:365-441). Settlement changes include the
depopulation of the northern Southwest, popu
lation increases in central Arizona, and settle
ment aggregation in central and southern Ari
zona (Ciolek-TorreUo 1997; Hill et al. 2004; Stark
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central Arizona . The p
areas of low populat
mental and climatic
potential resource pro
concept for archaeolo
ulated by Cameron (
tively applied by Ahls
(1995)·
Population move
is identified by calcu
population gro""th ra
during the 1250 to 12
vals. The CAGR descr
a constant percentag
140; Kintigh et al. 20
CAGR = (p2/pl) lin are the number of ide
to 1349 interval and in
respectively, and n is t
interval. Growth rate
exceed what can be e
fertility and mortality
in-migration is strong
Settlement data
came from the Coale
base (Wilcox et al. 20
for a description of
database). This datab
hensive source of set
the study area. It has r
several studies with i
of warfare, alliances,
the U.S. Southwest (H
2001a, 2001b; Wilcox
colleagues (2001a, 20
base to detect the se
infer the Verde Confe
(2004:693) and the C
Database authors (W
sider only settlemen

historical ecology in the Mesa Verde region,
Varien and colleagues (2007:293) find that the
scale of the effective environment that Pueblo
people were responding to was much larger than
their 1,917-km2 study area. Similarly, I assume
that the factors influencing movement into the
Perry Mesa area exceed what can be explained
by local-scale studies. Thus, to understand the
settlement of Perry Mesa , we consider the larger
context in which this settlement occurred.
My approach is inspired by and similar to the
work of Ahlstrom, Van West, and Dean (1995)
and their study of factors motivating migration
from the Mesa Verde region to the Northern Rio
Grande region in the late thirteenth century.
Ahlstrom and colleagues (1995:125) argue, "Con
siderable evidence exists for an environmental
gradient having the proper magnitude, direc
tion, slope, timing, and location to help explain
population movement from the Mesa Verde
region to the Northern Rio Grande:' They also
argue for the strong role of sociocultural factors
in the migration . My efforts in this chapter are
to establish a similar environmental gradient
toward central Arizona, including Perry Mesa.
Establishing this gradient and the influence of
regional-scale conditions expands our focus be
yond current approaches that emphasize the po
tential for violent and local-scale origins of the
Perry Mesa settlement patterns.
Demographic Conditions

The primary demographic process I examine is
population movement. Population movements
are most likely to occur when there are push fac
tors at the population origin and pull factors at
the population destination and when the costs
of movement between the two are acceptable
(Anthony 1990; Herberle 1938; Lee 1966). Push
factors (stresses) at the point of origin can in
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-e rences in population denSity are considered at
th e watershed scale. Population density affects
th e demand for resources; more people con
ume more resources and increase the rate of
resource consumption in a given area. I assume
that low-density areas were more attractive areas
fo r settlement than high-density areas if poten
tial productivity among alternatives was simi
lar. Low-density areas offer fewer constraints on
resource acquisition and mobility (e.g., Varien
et al. 1996) and may result in less competition
for resources. Differences in population density
are identified by summing the number of rooms
occupied during a 50-year interval and dividing
the total by the number of square kilometers
in each watershed. The result is the rooms per
square kilometer. The Coalescent Communities
Database is used to identify the number of
rooms occupied in each watershed.

of this study given the extent of the
considered.
I use the PRISM (Parameter-Ele
gressions on Independent Slopes Mod
mapping system to identify average a
cipitation throughout the study area (
mate Group 2007). The averages are
from 1961 to 1990 and are considered
normal" (National Climate Data Ce
PRISM incorporates instrumental p
digital elevation model, and expert
of complex climatic extremes, incl
shadows and temperature inversions
1994). The model prOvides the U.S. D
of Agriculture's official climatologic
is recognized as offering the high
climate data avail able (PRISM Clim
2010) ; tree-ring data cannot capt
differences in precipitation at the sa
resolution . Differences in precipita
establish inherent and relatively cons
ences in potential productiVity betw
ment areas.
Three natural geographic featur
sidered here: (1) perennial rivers
have enhanced potential resource pr
(2) areas with relatively short growi
that would have challenged successf
and (3) areas with sloping land that
limited the extent of arable land and
potential productiVity. Current and
rennial rivers and portions of rivers i
be perennial have been determined b
ment conducted by The Nature Co
(2006). The Conservancy's project s
and updated previous and similar
work by Brown et al. (1977. 1981) for t
Game and Fish Department and th
est Service and by Miller (1954). It

Environmental Conditions
The environmental conditions I consider are
inherent differences in resource productivity
across the landscape and natural geographic fea
tures that influence the extent of arable land and
its associated productivity. Long-term precipita
tion levels across the region are used to identify
inherent differences in resource productivity.
Precipitation levels are linked to resource pro
ductiVity through the effects of water on plant
and animal growth. Resources are defined as
the plant (wild and cultivated) and animal foods
necessary to meet food needs and social obliga
tions (after Hegmon 1989) . Precipitation affects
resource productivity because plant growth re
quires water and excesses or deficiencies may
stress a plant and affect its growth and produc
tivity (Levitt 1980; Muenchrath and Salvador
1995:309-310). Animals that rely on plant foods
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Growing season durations are identified using
modern climatic data (Western Regional Cli
mate Center 2010). I identify the slopes ofland
with GIS analysis of a digital elevation model.

West and Dean 2000). Cl
are not the only factor that
shortfall. Decisions to move
another are not solely influen
resource productivity conside
eron 1995). Nevertheless, pre
demonstrated that populatio
effective strategy for lesseni
resource shortfalls (Halstead
and ample ethnohistoric evid
documents movement in res
shortfalls (Slatter 1979).
I use the San Francisco Pe
precipitation reconstruction
cipitation conditions in centr
Perry Mesa. Three tree-ring
used by Salzer (2000) and Sa
ler (2005) to develop the rec
staff, Navajo Mountain, and
These chronologies were ori
as a part of the Southwest Pa
(Dean and Robinson 1978) an
archaeological and living tre
elevations of apprOXimately 1
northern Arizona and sout
2000:28). Combining the c
cally strengthens the climate s
sample sizes and buffering th
climatic factors at individual
28). Furthermore, "spatial ne
chronologies usually explain
ance in a climate variable tha
ogy can" (Salzer 2000:28 citin
Meko et al. 1993). Thus, the re
of my study is compatible wi
the paleoclimatic data.
I evaluate the representat
Francisco Peaks chronology
vicinity and the rest of centra
steps. First, modern instrum

Climatic Conditions

Two climatic conditions are considered: (1) dry
periods that decrease productivity and (2) wet
periods that increase productivity. Dry periods
are assumed to increase the real or perceived risk
of resource shortfalls. Wet periods are assumed
to decrease these risks. Resource shortfalls oc
cur when there is not enough food to eat and a
behavioral response is necessary to manage this
risk. Risk has been defined and used in a number
of ways (e.g., Cashdan 1990; Tainter and Tainter
1996) but is generally understood as the prob
ability of a loss (Cashdan 1985; Wiessner 1982;
Winterhalder 1986) or negative consequence
(such as a shortfall) multiplied by the magni
tude of the consequence. These risks can be real
or perceived; human perceptions of changing
conditions and associated risks may differ from
actual changes in conditions (Burton et al. 1993;
Ortiz 1979; Whyte 1985).
To manage the real or perceived risk of re
source shortfalls, people employ a wide range of
strategies, including mobility, resource diversi
fication, physical storage, and exchange (Braun
and Plog 1982; Burns 1983; Dean 2006; Halstead
and O'Shea 1989:3-4; Minnis 1985; Rautman
1993; Slatter 1979:80, 84). These strategies can
address shortfall risks by increasing resources
or access to resources. The focus of this analysiS
is on population movement as a possible re
sponse to the real or perceived risk of short
falls; people can move away from areas of food
scarcity and low productivity to areas of higher
productivity (Halstead and O'Shea 1989). In the
U.S. Southwest, population movements and the
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=IGURE 2.3. Modern precipitation near Perry Mesa (Cordes Station; Western Regional Climate Ce
and San Francisco Peaks precipitation reconstruction (Salzer and Kipfmueller 2005).

records from the Cordes meteorological station

the period of overlap (1927 to 2007,
tober through current July; Figur
pected based on the strong relation
the modern climate data for the
the SFP chronology is well correl
Cordes precipitation records (r = .6
Third, to assess the strength of
cisco Peaks reconstruction to repr
variation throughout central Ariz
ined the relationship between mo
tation data as represented by precip
from previous October to current
mate Divisions 3 and 4, making up
Arizona, and compared them to th
struction (Figures 2-4 and 2.5). Pe
most of the postulated Verde Confe
the eastern portion of Climate Div
a lesser extent in the western portio
4. The correlation between the SFP
tion and Climate Division 3 is r = .7
and for Climate Division 4 is r = .72
High precipitation years are less a
rodicted by tree-ring proxy data b

M e compared to the cluster of modern meteoro

! gical stations in the San Francisco Peaks area
'Jsed to calibrate the SFP precipitation chronol
ogy (Figure 2.2). The Cordes station is approx
im ately 13 km northwest of Perry Mesa and at
a similar elevation ( ~ 3,700 feet). The period
-rom the previous October to current July was
determined by Salzer (2000:31) to be the inter
'al when precipitation had the greatest effect on
tree growth; thus, the SFP tree-ring precipitation
-:hronology is an October-July reconstruction.
.-\n examination of the period of overlap be
tween the modern Cordes records and the SFP
ar ea meteorological stations (1927 to 2007, pre
\-ious October to current July) produced a strong
Pearson's r correlation coefficient (r = .82). The
trength ofthis correlation reflects a high degree
of spatial homogeneity in climate in the region
even though the absolute values of precipitation
vary largely by elevation.
Second, I compare the SFP tree-ring chro
nology to the Cordes precipitation records for
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I use the Canyon de C
reconstruction to represent
tions in northeastern Arizo
tion was developed by th
climate Project of the Uni
Laboratory of Tree-ring R
Robinson 1978).

with above-average precipitation allow noncli
matic processes to exert a greater influence on
tree growth (Fritts 1976).
Dry and wet periods during the period of
study are identified using a nine-year-interval
centered moving average throughout the du
ration of the tree-ring precipitation recon
structions (AD 571 to 1988). Dry periods are
sometimes referred to as droughts, but defini
tions of drought are ambiguous and contested.
To avoid these problems, I use the term "dry
period" and define it as those intervals in the
lowest quartile of the distribution ofaU nine -year
intervals in the reconstruction (see Ingram 2010:
100-104 for a complete methodological discus
sion). "Very dry periods" are defined as those
intervals in the lowest decile of the distribution
of all nine-year intervals in the reconstruction.
"Wet periods" are defined as those intervals in
the highest quartile, and "very wet periods" are
defined as those intervals in the highest decile.

Why Did Peop
to Perry M

To address the question of w
Perry Mesa during the late
fourteenth centuries, I pla
regional context (central an
and compare it to other pl
in this region. I pursue a co
because people were on the
the time of population incr
Comparing Perry Mesa to o
nations helps answer the qu
Mesa was selected for set
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unprecedented wet climatic conditions in the
early 1300S. These conditions should have in
creased resource productivity on and around
Perry Mesa and may have supported or stimu
lated the population growth that occurred there.

3 percent from the 1250-1299 to
terval, far in excess of what can
from changes in fertility and mor
1975). Wilcox and colleagues (20
7-4) estimate that there were abo
on Perry Mesa in the early 1300S.
From these maps, I infer a
eastern to central Arizona direc
ulation movements during the l
early 1300S. This pattern of move
demonstrated by ceramic and ob
ing (Clark et al. 2008) , analyse
enclaves within traditionally Ho
ments (Clark 2001; Haury 1958; St
and analyses of changes in popu
throughout the Southwest (Hill
The identification of a direction
movements from these maps does
suggest the specific origin or cultu
peoples living on Perry Mesa. P
and movements from adjacent w
Chino, Burro, Santa Maria, Hassa
north and west of the Agua Fria a
as well as from the foothills north
Basin could also have contributed
increases on Perry Mesa. Argu
migration pathways to their de
fraught with interpretive challe
1995) and are best left to others
propriate data to consider.
Nevertheless, I argue that this
of immigrants into central Arizo
tributing factor, or push, for the
of settlement patterns in central
arrival of immigrants would have
tive to existing central Arizona po
people may have shifted and reor
ing settlements to accommodate
and colleagues (2004:699), using

Immigration into Central Arizona
Settlement and population growth in central
A.rizona during the late thirteenth and early
fourteenth centuries occurred in the context of
substantial immigration into central and south
eastern Arizona, matched by equally substantial
emigration out of northeastern Arizona and
central portions of the Southwest (Clark 2001;
Clark et al. 2008; Colton 1946; Reid and Whittle
sey 1997; Stark et al. 1995). Social, environ men
:al, and climatic causes of this massive migration
of people out of the northern Southwest in the
late 1200S have been advanced (e.g., Ahlstrom
et al. 1995; Jett 1964; Kohler et al. 2008; Lipe 1995;
Varian et al. 1996; Van West and Dean 2000; see
also Kohler 1993:295-297 for a summary) .
Patterns of population movement in the
Southwest are illustrated in Figure 2.6 using
compound annual growth rates by watershed
during the 1250 to 1299 and 1300 to 1349 inter
vals. During the 1250 to 1299 interval, immi
gration took place throughout much of eastern
Arizona (darkest shading in the figure). During
the 1300 to 1349 interval, those areas in north
eastern Arizona with high growth rates during
the previous interval experienced rapid pop
ulation loss while gwwth rates increased and
immigration became concentrated in the Agua
Fria (including Perry Mesa) and the adjacent
Upper and Lower Verde watersheds . In abso
lute terms, the number of identified rooms in
the Agua Fria, Lower Verde, Tonto, Upper Salt,
and Upper Verde watersheds increased 44 per
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FIGURE 2.6. Changes in population growth rates, 1250 to 1349 Grow th rates calcu lated from
in the Coalescent Communities Database (Wilcox et at. 2003).

-

Canyon de Chelly tree-ring precipitation reconstruction, previous August through current July
Preciprtalion reconstruction developed by Dean and Robinson (1978 ). Dry periods identified by Ingram.

t lGURE 2.7. Reconstructed precipitation levels and dry periods in northeastern Arizona.

2001) model of community coalescence, argue
migration [into central and southern Arizona]
\,'<1 S an important catalyst in coalescence, gen
' rating economic pressure and causing social
d isruption on a large scale:' Similarly, Colton
1946) has argued that the southward migration
of the Northern Sinagua, perhaps stimulated by
the 1276-1299 drought, displaced resident Ho
hokam populations in the middle Verde Valley
east of Perry Mesa).
I focus on this massive influx of immigrants
into central Arizona because it is a parsimonius explanation of why population increased on
Perry Mesa. Population increased because there
were thousands of people moving to central Ari
zona looking for places to live. In the process,
they probably threatened and displaced existing
residents. Those who made up the population
increases on Perry Mesa, then, could have been
residents of nearby locales displaced or threat
ened by the immigrants or new amalgamations
of previously distinct groups. Explaining popu
lation increases on Perry Mesa as a strategic de
?loyment to protect the western flank of a polit
ical alliance (Wilcox et al. 200lb:167-168) seems
unnecessarily complex and especially difficult to
demonstrate.

parts of the Verde Confederacy, Th
based on the temporally coinciden
tion of adjacent territories and the
compound architecture in the Ph
Thus, conditions during the 1250 to
are the best approximation of the c
text of the initial pulse in settlement
Perry Mesa and the rest of central A
interval includes the so-called Gr
(Douglass 1929) of approximately
(see also Van West and Dean 2000)
Dry periods (defined above) du
to 1299 interval were more prolon
vere in northeastern Arizona (Fig
in central Arizona (Figure 2.8).
made up 48 percent of the 1250 to
in northeastern Arizona compare
cent of the interval in central Ariz
periods in northeastern Arizona we
severe: 22 percent of the 50-year in
included "very dry" years while only
the intervals in central Arizona in
dry" years. Thus, a climatic push fr
conditions in the late 1200S in north
zona combined with a climatic p
prolonged and severe conditions in
zona seems likely to have been amo
factors stimulating population mo
of northeastern Arizona. Reid (198
man (1993) have also suggested tha
movements from the Colorado Pl
the Mogollon Rim of central A
drought-induced, and Van West
have suggested a similar basis for m
the Tonto Basin.

Climatic Push and Pull
in the Late Thirteenth Century

lta

Using the available but limited temporally diag
nostic ceramics , Wilcox and Holmlund (2007:
94) have proposed an approximate initiation
date of 1275 for settlements on and around Perry
Mesa and an increase in settlement in other
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Very dry period
San Francisco Peaks tree-ring precipitation reconstruction, previous October th

Precipitation reconstruction developed by Salzer and Kipfmueller (2005). Dry periods ide

FIGURE 2.8. Reconstructed precipitation levels and dry periods in central Arizona ne

Environmental co
precipitation levels ar
source productivity i
in northeastern Arizo
distribution of avera
Arizona, with darker
more precipitation th
Perry Mesa and the re
on a northwest to sout
relatively high precipi
ductivity. The six num
the map are the desi
of central Arizona. Th
values by climate divis
2.1. The postulated Ver
primarily in the easter
vision 3 and minimall
of Climate Division 4.
divisions receives the
precipitation of any are
Demographic con
able for settlement in
during the 1250 to 1
density in the Agua F
of the populated water
and the fourth lowest
watersheds of central a
(Table 2.2). During th
the Agua Fria watersh
population density a
central Arizona and th
among the 19 populat
and northeastern Ariz
An "attractivenes
both demographic an

TABLE 2.1. Average Annual Precipitation, 1895 to
2006, by Arizona Climate Division.

Climate Division

Average annual
precipitation (inches)'

Arizona 4

18.7

Arizona 3 (Perry Mesa)

15 .6

Arizona 2

14.6

Arizona 7

14.2

Arizona 6

9.8

Arizona 1

9.6

Arizona 5

4.7

Computed using data from the National Climate Data
Center (2009).

a

Environmental and Demographic Pull Factors

The analysis in this section considers the relative
environmental and demographic attractiveness
of the Agua Fria watershed (including Perry
Mesa) compared to watersheds throughout
northeastern and central Arizona. Environmen
tal conditions influence the potential productiv
ity or supply of resources and are assessed with
long-term average precipitation levels. Demo
graphic conditions influence the demand for
resources and are assessed with watershed pop
ulation density (as previously discussed) . I ex
amine density during the 1250 to 1299 and 1300
to 1349 intervals because decisions to move to
the Agua Fria watershed and the rest of central
Arizona were likely made based on information
obtained during these intervals. To compare the
attractiveness of all watersheds in the study area,
I combine demographic and environmental con
ditions into an "attractiveness index" for each
watershed, as discussed further below.
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FIGURE 2.9. Average precipitation (1961 to 1990) in central Arizona (PRISM 2007, Or
State University) and climate division boundaries (National Climate Data Center 200
contour interval represents a two -inch average annual precipitation range (e.g. nine
inches). Darker shaded areas recei ve more precipitation than lighter shaded areas.

tions also allows inter-watershed comparisons.
The index is a watershed's average precipitation
level divided by its population denSity. I identify
watershed precipitation levels based on average
precipitation levels in the climate division that
includes the watershed (Table 2.1 ). Low index
scores represent less attractive areas (low precip
itation and high density) than high index scores
(high precipitation and low density).
During the 1250 to 1299 interval, the Agua
Fria watershed ranked fourth highest in terms of
the attractiveness of all 25 study area watersheds
(Table 2.2) . During the 130 0 to 1349 interval , it
ranked eighth highest. The relatively high attrac

tiveness of the Agua Fria waters
during the 1250 to 1299 interval
to move into the Agua Fria wate
considered or initiated, identi
influence of resource productiv
population denSity (demand) c
population destinations.
These results are consisten
of Van West and Altschul (1994
potential agricultural productiv
Basin (Tonto watershed) and
conditions on the Colorado Pl
prehistoric period. Van West an
430) argue that "it seems reason
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Canyon Diablo

14.6

3,098

569

.18

81

Carrizo

18.7

1,786

505

.28

67

Chevelon Canyon

14.6

2,219

219

.10

146

Chinle

14.6

10,565

2,700

.26

56

Corn-Oraibi

14.6

2,236

1,900

.85

17

Cottonwood Wash

14.6

4, 140

666

. 16

91
243

Dinnebito Wash

14.6

1,927

110

.06

Jeddito Wash

14.6

2,734

2,775

1.02

14

Leroux Wash

14.6

2,103

1,335

.63

23

Lower Lake Powell

14.6

7,744

438

.06

243

Lower Little Colorado

14.6

6,211

204

.03

487

Lower Puerco

14.6

2,829

1,085

.38

38

9 .8

3,442

7,121

207

5

14.6

6,214

682

.11

133

Lower Salt (Phoenix)
Lower San Juan
Lower Verde

15.6

5,019

1,764

.35

45

Middle Little Colorado

14.6

6,345

694

.11

133
122

1

1

3

8

3

Moenkopi Wash

14.6

6,776

785

.12

Polacca Wash

14.6

2,780

2,925

1.05

14

2

Silver

14.6

2,440

1,222

.50

29

1

Tonto

18.7

2,694

2,221

.82

23

1

Upper Little Colorado

14.6

4,219

1, 181

.28

52

Upper Salt

18.7

5,612

3,701

.66

28

4

Upper Verde

15.6

6,372

1, 115

.17

92

1

White

18.7

1,703

430

.25

75

, Based on average precipitation levels in the climate division (National Climatic Data Center 2009) that includes the watershed .
b Calculated using watershed boundaries (Steeves and Nebert 1994) and ArcGIS 9.1 software.
( Calculated using the Coalescent Communities Database (Wilcox et al. 2003) and an overlay of watershed boundaries.
d Rooms per square kilometer calculated by di viding the number of identified rooms in a watershed by the watershed 's area.
e The index is a watershed' s average precipitation level divided by its population density. Low index scores represent less attractive are
index sc o r p~ (hi'1 h pr('cipililtion and low density).

•
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Very wet period
San Francisco Peaks tree-ring precipitation reconstruction, previous October through c

Precipitation reconstruction developed by Salzer and Kipfmueller (2005). Wet periods identified b

;;:

o

=

FIGURE

2.10. Reconstructed wet periods nearest the Perry Mesa area, 1200 to 1450.

that the relative attractiveness of the basin was
a draw for risk-prone agricultural populations,
particularly those from the Colorado Plateau:'
Citing opportunities for irrigated agriculture,
including runoff and water-harvesting agricul
tural systems, along with relatively abundant
wild foods in the Tonto Basin, they concluded
that dry periods would likely not have been as
disastrous to the economy in the Tonto Basin as
they were for the Colorado Plateau (Van West
and Altschul 1994A30).

above the long-term average for the
tion. This result suggests an annu
tion level of 26 inches on Perry M
precipitation values on Perry Mes
conSiderably higher because high
years, as noted above, are underst
ring proxy data (Fritts 1976).
To place these approximatio
precipitation values in perspective,
pare them with averages from othe
example, maize is cultivated on the
of northeastern Arizona with a var
management strategies and annual
averages of 11 or 12 inches (Hack
was cultivated on Mesa Verde in s
Colorado with an average of 17-8 i
cipitation (Western Regional Cli
2010). Precipitation conditions on
then, were exceptionally favorabl
early 1300S, if we assume that gre
tation levels did not create other
cultivation.
The unprecedented condition
to 1349 interval also include a 39-y
multiyear dry periods from 1300 to
ure 2.8). This hiatus was the longes
that had occurred in this area fo
Thus, a combination of wet-period
resource productivity and a hiatus i
decreases in productivity probably
to the population buildup on Per
throughout central Arizona duri
1300S.

Unprecedented Favorable Climatic
Conditions in the Early 73005

Room counts and inferred population levels in
central Arizona peaked during the 1300 to 1349
interval. We do not yet know when population
levels on Perry Mesa reached their highest
points. The 1300 to 1349 interval includes an ex
ceptional16-year wet period from 1321 to 1336
(Figure 2.10), which is the wettest in the entire
IA18-year precipitation reconstruction (see
Salzer and Dean 2006:110, 117; Dean and Robin
son 1982:53; and Rose 1994 for similar results).
During this wet period, precipitation levels av
eraged 26 percent above the long-term average
for the reconstruction. Based on the modern av
erage precipitation level for the Cordes weather
station near Perry Mesa (15.24 inches; Western
Regional Climate Center 2010), a 25 percent in
crease suggests that precipitation was about 19
inches annually. At the peak of this wet period
(1333), precipitation levels reached 75 percent
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Settlement clustering
"aggregation" among U.S.
ologists, and there is a ric
to its causes (Haury 1962;
1996; Leonard and Reed
Plog et al. 1988) . Key dime
models of aggregation inc
sity' the nature of the sub
ricultural technology, pa
tors, and methods of socia
et al. 1994:111). Of particul
are explanations of aggr
changes in climatic condi
in conflict and warfare.
Climatic conditions
conditions can create se
unoccupied zones throu
For example, populatio
areas of lower to greater
the real or perceived risk
associated with dry perio
pied zones in areas of lo
shortfall risks likely preva
offering greater potentia
rounded by less productiv
the most productive place
Plog et al. 1988) . Settleme
reflect an enlargement of
cooperation in response
tion (Hill and Trierweiler
Conflict can produc
and unoccupied zones if p
crease their real or perceiv
ated with increases in hos
close proximity may gain
strength in numbers and
of attack to nearby settlem
Haas 1994; Wilcox et al. 20
Unoccupied zones may r
conflict by raising the tra
tween people and prOVid

a climatic push for these movements out of
northeastern Arizona and a climatic pull to 
ward central Arizona. The relative demographic
and productive attractiveness of Perry Mesa and
environs was also demonstrated. Moreover, un
precedented wet conditions and a hiatus in dry
conditions characterize central Arizona during
the early 1300S. These conditions could have
further stimulated population grol-vth on Perry
Mesa. The identification of regional-scale influ
ences on central Arizona settlement patterns
also suggests that the pulse and location of set
tlements on and around Perry Mesa during the
late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries do
not, alone, provide strong evidence of increasing
warfare in the region.
Why Settlement Clusters and
Unoccupied Zones?

Analyses of resource productivity are also in
formative for understanding why some areas
became unoccupied while others supported set
tlement clusters. Differences in potential pro
ductivity suggest that spatial heterogeneity in
landscape productivity plays a significant role
in settlement location decisions.
Background

Settlement clustering becomes evident when
settlements are located in relatively close prox
imity to one another and separated from other
similar clusters by unoccupied zones of little or
no settlement. Unoccupied zones can be the un
intentional result of settlement clustering or an
intentional effort to create open spaces between
socially distant or hostile peoples. Evidence that
an area was settled and later abandoned has been
used to infer that an unoccupied zone served a
defensive function (LeBlanc and Rice 2001:15;
Wilcox et al. 2001b:158). Conflict models often
refer to unoccupied zones as "buffer zones" or
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the unoccupied zones were clearl
tween multi-settlement site cluste
1200S and early 1300S. The protrac
duration of their initiation and spre
our attempts to empirically identi
ate specific potential causes. It is
note, however, that in only one of
occupied zones (number 3) is ther
extensive settlement and a subseq
of abandonment. A pattern of aba
one indicator marking the emerge
fer zone (LeBlanc and Rice 2001:15;
2001b:158). The absence of this pat
donment in two of the three unoc
suggests the important influence o
tivity characteristics on discouragi
in these areas.
Unoccupied zone 1, between
Verde Valley and Chavez Pass, is c
by several features that would ha
area undesirable for settlement due
to agricultural productivity. First,
the freeze-free period in the unoc
is 91 to 120 days (National Climat
ter 2006). It is possible that this w
for successful "short season" maiz
(Muenchrath and Salvador 1995
erences contained therein); howe
of shortfall due to early or late fre
greater here than elsewhere in cen
where freeze-free periods typi
180 days (such as on Perry Mesa)
Middle Verde and Chavez Pass are
a lAoo-m elevation change (Figu
area, referred to as the Mogollon R
the Colorado Plateau begins its tra
lower elevations of the Sonoran De
on associated slopes would have
in comparison to opportunities alo
plain of the middle Verde Valley

232 for some examples).
LeBlanc (1999:?0) argues that site (settle
ment) clusters and unoccupied zones "are prob
ably the most legible 'Signatures' of warfare:' He
'urther argues that settlement clusters and unoc
-:upied zones were inefficient because they con
-:entrated resource utilization, causing overex
ploitation of immediately adjacent resources and
under utilization of more distant ones (also see
Wilcox 1981). Clustering of people, he believes,
was so "nonoptimal" that under many circum
stances "people would have avoided forming
such concentrated settlement clusters unless
strongly compelled to do so" (LeBlanc 1999:70;
but see Chapter 3 for an argument favoring ag
gregation for efficient resource access). Reducing
the risks ofharm associated with conflict and de
fense are the presumed compelling reason for as
suming these "nonoptimal" settlement patterns.
An examination of changes in the distribu
tion of settlements over time in central Arizona
indicates that the settlement clusters were the
result of an increase in settlement founding in
specific areas on the landscape and that the un
occupied zones were in some places the result of
settlement abandonments. Wilcox et al. (200lb)
describe this process, and it is supported by an
examination of maps of settlement distributions
at 50-year intervals developed with the Coales
cent Communities Database (Wilcox et al. 2003).
Differences in Resource Productivity between
Unoccupied Zones and Settlement Clusters

Unoccupied Zones
Wilcox et al. (200lb:162) identified three unoc
cupied zones in the Agua Fria and Verde water
sheds that surround the postulated Verde Con
federacy: (1) between the middle Verde Valley
and Chavez Pass, (2) between Polles Mesa and
the northern Tonto Basin, and (3) between Perry
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FIGURE 2.11. Unoccupied zones around Perry Mesa. Perennia l portions of r
streams identified with data developed by The Nature Conservancy 2006
1977, 1981; and Miller 1954. The settlement data are from the Coalescent
Database (Wilcox et al. 2003).

350- km length and 30 - km
tlement in this vast area s
tial productivity of thi s
have been less than surr
while the precipitation le
zone are relatively high (
tential productivity adva
by characteristics that wo
relatively risky.

sloping land of Perry Mesa. Third , there are
no perennial streams in the unoccupied zone
between the inhabited tributaries of the Verde
River and the Chavez Pass settlement. Fourth,
the biotic community of the unoccupied zone is
classified as "Petran Montaine Conifer Forest"
(Brown et al. 1979; The Nature Conservancy in
Arizona 2004), and it was virtualJy uninhab
ited from 1200 to 1450 throughout its roughly
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that settlements on Polles Mesa are located on
the northwestern side of the mesa, leaVing the
entire eastern side of the mesa, nearest Tonto
Basin, unoccupied. This was not a defensive,
"castle-like" settlement configuration as ob
served on Perry Mesa.
Unoccupied zone 3, between Perry Mesa,
the lower Verde Valley, and the Phoenix Basin,
was previously occupied. Abandonment of this
zone began sometime in the early 1100S and
was apparently complete sometime in the late
1200S (Wilcox et al. 2001a:110, 125). Two factors
likely contributed to the abandonment of this
zone.
First, water-related resource productivity is
relatively low in this zone. Between Perry Mesa
and the Phoenix Basin there is a steep decline
in annual precipitation and associated produc
tivity. In the roughly 60 km that separates the
two areas, precipitation drops about 50 percent
(from 15 inches on Perry Mesa to 8 inches in
the Phoenix Basin; \"'estern Regional Climate
Center 2010). Areas of settlement abandonment
along the lower Verde River are also in this zone
of low preCipitation, although access to the pe
rennial riverine resources along the lower Verde
(the only perennial river in this zone) could have
decreased the dependence on local precipitation.
Inspection of settlement patterning and precip
itation contours throughout central Arizona re
veals very few settlements in areas receiving less
than 13 inches a year in average precipitation.
In fact, no more than 2 percent of the popula
tion from 1200 to 1450 lived in areas receiving
on average less than 13 inches of precipitation
annually. This percentage includes people liv
ing next to perennial rivers but excludes those
living next to the extensive irrigation systems
along the lower Salt River in the Phoenix Basin,
people who would have been substantially less
dependent on local rainfall . Therefore, the areas

Second , the abandon
that created this unoccup
the context of a significan
among the Hohokam, re
ologists as the Sedentary
This transition involved
a region-wide system of b
ety of social, architectural
culture changes (Abbott
2001; Doyel 1980. 1991; Fi
the causes of the initiatio
zone thus involves an und
tors that contributed to th
(and is beyond the scope o
however, that settlement a
zone was initiated as muc
settlement clustering on Pe
time, about eight human g
support a clear relationshi
abandonment in this zone
tlement on Perry Mesa.

Settlement Clusters
The most obvious settlem
Figure 2.11 are on and aro
the group of settlements
tween Perry Mesa and the
tion to the demographic a
tiveness of Perry Mesa and
demonstrated) and proxim
nial portion of the Agua F
clustering on Perry Mesa
affected by the extent of
on the mesa. Kruse-Peepl
2007) has demonstrated th
location of potentially ara
factor in the placement
large residential sites. Fur
distribution of arable land
tral Arizona region may yie
demonstrate a strong rela
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damage to crops in these high
tlement areas . Wilcox et al. (
argued that the absence of settl
western side of the Verde River
sive strategy. The productivity a
here may explain preferential s
eastern side of the river.
If dry conditions and the a
able land influenced decisions
ments in areas of relatively high
and around Perry Mesa in the la
this clustering persist as conditi
the early 1300S? If, as LeBlanc (1
resources are rapidly depleted i
mal" clustered configuration, w
people to begin abandoning t
tions when conditions no long
If conflict and hostilities incre
1300S, Village clustering would
vantageous defensive strategy. I
conflict, clustering might have b
simply because there was no
configuration during the 1300
Rising productivity associated w
period may have compensated
calized resource utilization.

Perry Mesa is approximately 17 km from north
to south and 11 km from west to east.
The environmental conditions contributing
to the selection of settlement locations southeast
of Perry Mesa (the Bloody Basin area) are less
obvious, however. Although some settlements
are near perennial creeks, most are not. Precipi
tation in this area averages 17 to 19 inches annu
ally, which is higher than on Perry Mesa. Higher
precipitation levels and associated groundwater
conditions may have been sufficient for success
ful cultivation in these areas.
Beyond the Perry Mesa and Bloody Basin
settlemen t areas, settlements are cl ustered
mostly along the perennial Verde River and its
tributaries and Tonto Creek. The Verde has one
of the highest discharge levels in central Ari
zona (United States Geological Survey 2010),
ensuring access to water year-round and during
dry periods. Proximity to perennial rivers also
offers extensive riparian resources and oppor
tunities for irrigated and floodplain agricul
ture. Beyond the Verde, settlements within the
northern Tonto Basin cluster are also preferen
tially located near riverine resources. The largest
pueblo in the cluster, Rye Creek, is positioned
at the intersection of three intermittent creeks
(Rye, Deer, and an unnamed creek). Current
mapping also shows that the perennial portion
of Deer Creek is less than 3 km from Rye Creek.
The other settlements in this cluster are located
along the perennial Tonto Creek.
In addition to proximity to perennial river
ine resources, settlements along the Verde River
had several other productivity advantages . First,
settlements on the eastern side of the Verde and
along tributaries that originate at higher ele
vations near the Mogollon Rim are in an ideal
position to receive the benefits of pulses of

Summary
The unoccupied zones are prim
atively lower resource product
where settlements were clus
settlement in relatively less pro
thus not an "inefficient" or "no
egy (cf. LeBlanc 199970). Dry-p
resource productivity would hav
ductive areas among the least de
live. Movement away from areas
productiVity when climate con
port productivity decline, such
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strengthen the defensive in
tlement pattern.
Finally, warfare and c
for the dramatic shifts in
suffer from poor chronolo
poor resolution makes it d
order of events, which is c
tion of cause and effect.
element to consider with
pied zones is the root cau
mation. Once formed, un
would increase the energy
provide resources that cou
ploited by neighboring co
1999,2006 ). These benefits
could have been the by-pro
zones rather than the cau
Moreover, instead of settle
the result of alliances, suc
contributed to the forma
cause of greater social inte
bors. Similarly, LeBlanc (1
(2001b ) use the formation
and unoccupied zones as e
al-scale increase in conflic
of settlement clusters and
curred before other evide
then settlement clusterin
overexploitation of resour
primary cause of any incr
than the effect of it.

around Perry Mesa. Several implications arise
from this analysis.
First, the identification of regional-scale in
fluences and differences in potential resource
productivity between settlement clusters and
unoccupied zones establishes an interpretation
of settlement patterns on and around Perry
Mesa that does not invoke the influence of in
creasing warfare, the formation of political alli
ances, or a strategy of defense or offense against
hostile neighbors. This introduces a problem of
equifinality associated with the settlement pat
terns used to support the warfare models. That
is, multiple processes (warfare, demography, cli
mate, environment, immigration) can result in
the same settlement pattern. Consequently, sub
stantiation of the warfare model will require that
more weight be placed on the other supporting
lines of evidence for increasing conflict (e.g.,
defensive site locations and architecture, line
of-Sight connections, hilltop "forts" or lookouts,
patterns of burned or abandoned settlements
on the edges of clusters). Positing an increase
in warfare during this critical period in central
Arizona prehistory has important implications
for how past sociocultural systems in the U.S.
Southwest are understood.
Second, warfare models that rely on set
tlement patterns as evidence must consider
climate-related changes in resource productiv
ity and inherent spatial heterogeneity in land
scape productivity. These factors can influence

Notes
1. Wilcox and Holmlund (200T94) later revised
the date of initial occupation to apprOXim ately

va lues before ca leu lating
transformation is comm
of the strength of the rel
tree- ring indices and mo
data. Transformation in

AD 1275.

2. To simplify the correlation analyses in this
section, I do not log transform the annual
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